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La misma fenomenología es una constatación de la
crisis del racionalismo. Los textos de Edmund Husserl,
Karl Jaspers y Maurice Merleau-Ponty se basan en una
corrección, a partir de la experiencia y la existencia,
del exclusivismo racionalista para interpretar al mun-
do y al ser humano. Según Merleau-Ponty, el cuerpo es
el que permite habitar en el mundo: «Nuestro cuerpo
no es un objeto para un yo pienso, sino un conjunto de
significados que van hacia el propio equilibrio.»26
También los campos del diseño, la industria y la
ciencia han planteado nuevas interpretaciones que se
basan en la crítica al racionalismo: desde los textos so-
bre los nuevos materiales y los procesos de proyecto
publicados por Ezio Manzini hasta las teorías sobre la
importancia de la creatividad en el mundo de la cien-
cia según Ilya Prigogine. Ya en su primer texto, In-
tenciones en arquitectura, Christian Norberg-Schulz
había señalado como «el razonamiento es —aproxi-
madamente— exacto, pero torpe y burocrático, mien-
tras que la percepción es espontáneamente "ingenio-
sa" e "insegura"».27 Todos ellos defienden que junto a
elementos racionales, sistemáticos y metódicos, toda
actividad, tanto científica como artística, se comple-
menta con mecanismos irracionales, de astucia, de ins-
piración y de azar.28 Los proyectos arquitectónicos de
Rem Koolhaas o Bernard Tschumi, con su heterogenei-
dad radical de referencias, con su superposición de
fragmentos, con su dinamicidad, con sus «collages» de
imágenes, son expresión de la esencia caótica y multi-
dimensional del presente. Autores como Adorno, Mer-
leau-Ponty o Zambrano han intentado dejar bien claro
que tanto un pensamiento estrictamente cartesiano y
racional como una doctrina opuesta basada en la in-
tuición esencial, son falsos. Todo pensamiento debe
incluir la razón y la intuición como procesos básicos y
complementarios.
26. Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Fenomenología della percezio-
ne, Casa Editrice, II Saggiatore, 1965.
27. Christian Norberg-Schulz, Intenciones en arquitectura,
Gustavo Gili Editorial S.A., Barcelona, 1970.
28. Nos referimos, por ejemplo, a Ezio Manzini, La matière
de ¡'invention, Centre Pompidou, París, 1989; versión castella-
na: La materia de la invención, Ediciones CEAC, Barcelona,
1993.
Rationalism as a method
of projecting: progress
and crisis
The text of this paper corresponds to diverse classes given in
the Barcelone School of Architecture and to a talk given at
the School of Architecture in Valencia on 30 November,
1994.
Just as concepts such as realism, abstraction, organi-
cism or empiricism, which belong to the world of
thinking, are adequate for architecture, so the concept
of rationalism likewise permits an interpretation of the
most crucial episodes in architecture during the last
centuries. There even arrives a moment when the con-
cept of rationalism is identified with a transcendental
movement: modern architecture.
Cartesian rationalism
One of the first references to rationalism with a major
influence on architecture has its roots in the method
developed by Rene Descartes (1596-1650) and ex-
pounded in essence in his Discours de la méthode
(1637). In fact, what Descartes did was to give pride of
place to a basic concept that is present in the history of
humanity itself: the natural faculty that every man has
for reasoning. This sense that is common to all is given
a new foundation when approaching the world of sci-
ence, medicine, mathematics and geometry. The French
philosopher gives a fourfold caution concerning any
act of reasoning, based on never accepting anything a
priori, on keeping on subdividing problems, on reason-
ing from the simple to the complex and on carrying out
exhaustive listings of any logical process. The world
and nature are composed of elementary entities —cal-
culable forces and measurable bodies, as Galileo Gali-
lei pointed out— and it is a question of breaking down
the complexity of each problem into these soluble units
and resolving difficulties by parts. Descartes thus de-
fends a type of rationalism which denies the authority
of the past, by establishing a tabula rasa and by apply-
ing as a method experience proper interpreted in the
light of reason.
The epistemological revolution, which brought
about the gradual construction of a scientific method
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and the opening of the wide horizon of rationalism,
had started with Leonardo da Vinci, Copernicus,
Giordano Bruno and Kepler, and had received its tran-
scendental contributions in Galileo Galilei and Francis
Bacon, culminating in the interpretation and synthesis
of Isaac Newton at the end of the seventeenth century.
This affirmation of the power of thought and reason
and other demands arising from the necessary refer-
ence to the systematicity of science would attain their
maximum expression in the philosophic system of He-
gel at the beginnings of the nineteenth century. Admi-
ration for the world of science and confidence in the
mathematics and physics of the period were to match
the achievements of techno-science which have been
reached in the twentieth century.
Logically, of all the arts architecture is that which
lends itself least to the exclusion of the idea of ration-
ality and is that which is most highly conditioned by
utility and necessity. This is why Cartesian rationalism
generates a model which has architectural implications
in the tradition of classical French treatise writing, be-
ginning with the Cours ¿'architecture (1675-1685), of
Francois Blondel, and with the rationalist approaches
of Claude Perrault. In Blondel's Cours, architectural
theory becomes the doctrine of proportions and the
aesthetics of rules and legibility. In his edition of Les
dix livres d'architecture, by Vitruvius (1674), Perrault
introduced a new level of rationality in establishing the
difference between arbitrary beauty based on custom
and habits and positive beauty which is based on pro-
portion, reason and function. Cartesian methodologi-
cal doubt extends to values adquired by the history of
architecture but aims in different directions: Blondel
towards ideal principles and geometrical plans, and
Perrault, influenced by John Locke, towards the expe-
rience and perception of beauty. A little later, the em-
phasis on rationalism and functionalism finds its ex-
pression in the treatises on stereotomy at the end of the
seventeenth and during the eighteenth century.
Broadly speaking, the evolution followed from the
Renaissance to neoclassicism consists in the introduc-
tion of greater degrees of rationalism to the detriment
of mythological and religious legitimation. Experience
and reason, as forces of progress, begin to acquire
greater weight. Throughout the second half of the
eighteenth century and the first half of the nineteenth,
archeological excavations and the exact study of an-
cient monuments become focal points for the revision
of established aesthetic principles.
In the ideas of Father Laugier, reason as a priori
—made specific in the structural model of the «primi-
tive cabin» presented in his Essai sur ['architecture
(1751)— is confirmed by empirical experience and by
sensations. By means of his radical rationalism and his
elementalist geometrism, Laugier reveals that the struc-
tural aspects of architecture coincide with the simplest
and most natural values. Following the influence of
Jean-Louis de Cordemoy and Father Carlo Lodoli,
Laugier proposes a constituent model for architecture.
In many of the tendencies running from the Renais-
sance to neoclassicism, there occurs an identification
between classicism and rationalism that would be ex-
emplified in experiences like those of the writers of the
Accademia degli Arcadi, in Rome, who at the end of
the seventeenth century and the beginning of the eight-
eenth set reason and classical dignity against taste and
baroque artifice. Again, evidence, clarity and Cartesian
distinction. With the Enlightenment, reason, nature
and classicism are unified. Not in vain does John Sum-
merson interpret the tradition of classicism in close re-
lationship to rationalism or Colin Rowe consider the
tendency to abstraction in Mies van der Rohe to be an
essential aspiration of classicism. In fact, the bequest
of classicism to the architecture of our time could be
interpreted as the search for harmony by means of ra-
tional procedures. Le Corbusier's Modulor would be a
belated manifestation of this.
Another of the high points is established with the
architecture classes given by J. N. L. Durand in the
École Polytechnique de Paris. With the Precis de leçons
d'architecture (1802-1805), theory becomes method-
ology, system is analytical and projective at the same
time. In the Cartesian manner, architecture is reduced
to its elements and essential parts and these can articu-
late on a horizontal reticle and on another that is verti-
cal, until the whole is formed in a clear and rational
way.
Nevertheless, the most significant moment is that
constituted by the evolutive rationalism expounded by
Viollet-le-Duc, based on the proposal for a synthesis
between the idealized medieval constructive model and
the young technology of iron. In Viollet-le-Duc the
methodological principles of Descartes and the rigorist
interpretations of Carlo Lodoli serve to nourish the
postulates of the new architecture of the second half of
the nineteenth century.
The seminal rationality found in the Gothic struc-
ture will be raised to its maximum splendour in the
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architecture of the Chicago skyscrapers at the end of
the nineteenth century. The new structures of steel, the
recourse to lifts and the introduction of plumbing and
hygiene in buildings will define a new epoch. In all this
recurrent searching in modern architecture there pre-
dominates the myth of industrial architecture, admira-
tion for the rational procedures employed by engi-
neers, the use of electric energy, a desire to reduce
ornamentation and confidence that these same techni-
cal procedures will become the principle means of ar-
tistic expression.
Structural rationalism reaches its highest point in
the interpretation put forward by August Choisy in his
Histoire de ['architecture (1899). Following the posi-
tivism of Auguste Comte, Hyppolyte Taine and Gott-
fried Semper, Choisy interprets the history of architec-
ture exclusively as the result of the achievements of the
evolution of technologies and the availability of mate-
rials. The history of architecture is the history of con-
struction. It is not by chance that Reyner Banham, in
Theory and Design in the Machine Age (1960), regards
Choisy as the founder author of the new age of ration-
alism and technology in the twentieth century.
This age of radical technological transformation,
with antecedents going back to the mid-eighteenth
century, begins to take shape from 1850 and achieves
its greatest technical precision between 1900 and
1930. The technology of iron, which had already re-
vealed its beginnings in pioneer works like the cast iron
bridge at Ironbridge (1750), has its key moments
throughout the second half of the nineteenth century,
using sheet iron in such model examples as the Crystal
Palace, in London (1851) —a structure which allows
light to enter from all sides—, or the Eiffel Tower, in
Paris (1889) —a light structure which attains the great-
est height and representativeness.
Moreover, the technology of reinforced concrete is
developed and perfected in the nineteen twenties and
thirties when criteria for the exact calculation of con-
crete structures begin to predominate, based on the
theories of Hardy Cross.
The rationalism of the Modern Movement
Of the existing types of reason or rationality —analyt-
ical, concrete, dialectic, historical, etc.— the architec-
ture of the beginning of the twentieth century relates
especially to analytical reason, that which is based on
distinction and classification, using logical and mathe-
matical processes that tend towards abstraction. The
comparative studies of plans of dwelling cells present-
ed by Alexander Klein in the twenties would be a mod-
el of this analytical reason applied to architecture.
At the peak moments in the search for utility, ra-
tionalism in architecture always coincides with func-
tionalism, that is, with the premise that form is a result
of function: the programme, the materials, the context.
This identification between architecture, functional-
ism, rationalism and technical precision has an ante-
cedent in the architecture of the Cistercian Order
which spread through the blossoming agrarian Europe
of the twelfth century. For the first time a religious or-
der identified religious activity with reason and work,
generating a programme and a generalizable model of
a monastery in the country. In fact, in the history of
philosophy the step from «substantialism» to «func-
tionalism» occurred at the end of the Middle Ages with
the nominalism of Nicolas d'Autrecourt and the nom-
inalist physics of the fourteenth century. And not in
vain are rationalism and functionalism two designa-
tions assigned to the design, architecture and town
planning of the Modern Movement. This identity has
one sole exception: the case of organic architecture,
which reveals how the functionalist discipline can be
adapted to forms which are organic and not rational-
ist. In the organicist method functionalism diverges
from rationalism.
Most experiences of the architectural avant-garde
are based on the fact that a great part of architectural
theorizing with a rationalist root absorbs the indica-
tions proceeding from the experiments of the figura-
tive avant-garde. The method of sub-division of the
world into elementary and abstract units corresponds
to the breakdown of the figures of art and architecture
into their irreducible elements, such as we find in the
abstract elementarism of Kandinsky, Mondrian and
other members of the De Stijl group, or in the con-
structivist experiments of the Russian avant-garde
—as in the «prova» spaces of Lissitzky. Remember
how the Schroeder house, in Utrecht, by G. Th. Ri-
etveld (1924), is based on the composition of primary
geometric elements such as lines, planes and carpentry
or how the cell of a single room planned by Moisej
Ginzburg in 1930 is based on the assembly of elements
like pillars, slab floors, partitions and carpentry.
The same occurs with rationalist town-planning.
The instrument of «zoning» is based on dividing the
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complexity of the town into parts capable of being
treated genetically and independently. Following Car-
tesian premises, the town as a problem is broken down
into zones in such a way that it functions like a pro-
ductive machine; it is divided into parts connected by
lines of transit.
Architectural rationalism, which is based on the
myth of a scientifically and rationally organized socie-
ty, coincides with an admiration for machines. At the
same time that the rationalism in the architecture of
the beginning of the twentieth century identified itself
with an analytical conception of rationality, so too was
developed another type of conception and analogy: in-
terpreting rationalism as mechanics. The result was the
mythicization of the precision and beauty of the ma-
chine which characterizes part of the sculpture and ar-
chitecture of the avant-gardes from Moholy-Nagy to
Le Corbusier. In 1928 Ludwig Wittgenstein planned a
house for his sister Hermine in Vienna, starting from a
project of Paul Engelmann, a disciple of Adolf Loos,
and suggesting spaces that were radically empty of or-
namentation and which were understood as a logical
mechanism, as if they were an electric circuit. In the
same puritan battle of Adolf Loos ornamentation is
identified with irrational survival. Loos sees in the or-
nament a mimetic impulse going against rational ob-
jectification.
Coinciding with the conversion of the avant-gardes
into an international movement there appear strictly
rational and Cartesian models. The most paradigmatic
and contributive is the «maison dom-ino» created by
Le Corbusier in 1914. It is based on the certitude of a
Cartesian a priori, on a basic building structure: slab
floors and prefabricated reinforced concrete columns,
which leave the space free and the facade independent
of the structure, thereby creating a diaphanous space
around the pillars. It was to become, therefore, the
starting point for most of the Corbuserian prototypes
and would constitute one of the embryons of space in
the International Style. Its synthesis of idealism and
rationalism makes the «dom-ino» system a kind of
«primitive cabin» of modern architecture, in the same
tradition as that proposed by Laugier. Following the
same constituent sense, the basic elements are now not
of wood but are realized with the incipient culture of
reinforced concrete. The Ville Savoie and the «Five
points for the new architecture» can be developed
starting from this initial model of the «maison dom-
ino».
The architecture of the German and Dutch New
Objectivity was based, in a radical way, on abandon-
ing all artistic pretension for the sake of a kind of ar-
chitecture that would be completely objective and
transparent as far as social needs were concerned. It
was functionalism and rationalism of a primitive char-
acter. The «Frankfurt kitchen» (Frankfurter Kiiche,
1926) constituted the basis in reapproaching the city
as an entity through its dwellings, by using the ration-
al concept of «existenzminimum». The Van Nelle fac-
tory, in Rotterdam, of Brinckmann and Van der Vlugt
(1925-1927), would be one of the prime examples of
this rational and functional architecture at its extreme,
in which form exclusively extols technical precision.
The rational function of volumes and walkways pre-
dominates, with the floors completely free with varia-
ble heights according to the type of productive proc-
ess, the facades drastically and repetitively transparent.
The anti-tuberculosis Zonnestraal sanatorium, in
Hilversum, promoted by the Dutch workers' move-
ment, a work of Johannes Duiker and Bernard Bijvoet
(1925-1927), attempts to concentrate in its interior the
maximum amount of sunshine, light and air, in short,
nature and health. This can be achieved perfectly with
the plastic form of rationalist architecture: a structure
of reinforced concrete porticos, completely visible,
cared for and omnipresent, with numerous projec-
tions; dematerialized facades completely converted
into glass, with slender, light metal carpentry. The
whole consists of a main building with the collective
installations and two pavilions for invalids joined by a
conversation hall. In this way, like an ideal Renais-
sance town or a work of expressionist imagination, the
complex absorbs all the energy of the wood that sur-
rounds it and becomes converted into a kind of mirror
geometry that always relects nature through its own
transparency and lightness. In short, rationalism as a
process of thinking has become form.
Likewise the prototypes of Buckminster Fuller,
such as the Dimaxion «house or machine for living»
(1927), reveal an extreme form of rationalist dogma in
its strictest sense. Without any concession to aesthet-
ics, form or style, it is exclusively its mechanical and
functional working that gives shape to the building,
understood as a prototype that is autonomous as far
as any particular site is concerned.
In all these cases architecture is interpreted as a
container of activities, as a sum total of installations,
as a machine that absorbs the surrounding energy, as a
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problem of measurements, as a definition of standards.
Rationalist architecture sets out, therefore, from the
enthroning of method. All haste, intuition, impulse or
spontaneity have to be replaced by method, systema-
ticity, exact calculations and mass-produced materials.
In this sense, it is clear that the local experience of
GATCPAC in Catalonia was based on eliminating the
tendency towards the experimental intuition and em-
piricism of the modernist and «noucentista» architects.
The advances made in metallic structures and in the
calculations of structures in reinforced concrete could
now permit this. At the same time, the GATCPAC ar-
chitects promoted not only new structural technologies
but also new materials such as fiber cement sheets.
The architecture of the Modern Movement appears
as a rediscovery of reason and not only constitutes the
culmination of the tradition of rationalist thinking but
the articles, manifestoes and works of architects like
Adolf Loos, Le Corbusier or Mies van der Rohe have
become key items for interpreting functionalism and
rationalism in the general evolution of the ideas and
aesthetics at the beginning of the twentieth century.
Cartesian logic has gone on imposing itself. If a pic-
ture in the classical period had the symbolic value of a
window, the avant-garde convert it into material and
break down each of its components: the surface, the
wall, the space. Likewise, architectural construction
reveals the culmination of this logic: because it is a
unit, the architectural organism breaks down rational-
ly and drastically into the skeleton —which supports—
and the enclosure.
Logically the definition of what is rational in archi-
tecture has gone on evolving throughout history; it has
not remained constant, it has been plural. In the same
way that the conception of function has gone on vary-
ing throughout the course of history. And without
doubt this same rationalism is expressed in very differ-
ent conceptions, some of which have been taken as a
reference by architecture. We can even establish that
within rationalism two opposing tendencies have de-
veloped: that which interprets rationalism as the exclu-
sive predominance of reason and knowledge, and that
which interprets rationalism from an empirical view-
point, with a systematic accumulation of experiences.
The first position of rationalism is identified with the
tabula rasa, with denying tradition in the interests of
innate ideas and the continuous renewal of science.
The second conception, on the other hand, accepts the
positive value of tradition, of the accumulation of
knowledge and adventitious ideas; from this position,
empirical experience would not be opposed to reason.
For this motive, certain moments in history, such as the
Enlightenment, have been able to exemplify a position
both rationalist and classicistic, tilted in a rational way
towards a new society and, at the same time, highly
respectful towards classical taste and knowledge accu-
mulated by tradition. This syncretism between modern
technology and classicism has been recurrent through-
out the history of modern architecture. We might think
of cases like Léonce Reynaud or Cesar Daly.
The limits of rationalism
Rationalism is one of the concepts which has under-
gone its greatest crisis since the Second World War.
Rationalism and functionalism were interpreted by T.
W. Adorno as mechanisms that impoverish the com-
plexities and qualities of reality, allied to the capitalist
system, which is continually introducing unification
and quantification, that limit things to mere utility and
economic determination. Anything that is not treated
as an object, that cannot be given a number or meas-
ured, does not count. Just as Walter Benjamin had
pointed out, reason and progress have an ambivalent
character: if on the one hand they entail an improve-
ment in human living, technological development and
an increase in the socialization of society, on the other
hand they bring with them more highly perfected in-
struments for the domination of the individual and the
exploitation of the natural world.
From existentialist thinking right through to struc-
turalist methodologies there has occurred an evolution
which has diverged from strict rationalism. In fact, the
great effort made to rationalize society in the period
between the wars had already co-existed with the ten-
dency to liberate irrationality and to attack instrumen-
tal rationality in the manifestoes of the Dadaists and
surrealists, in expressionist architecture, in the formal
experiments of Frederick Kiesler and in the theosophi-
cal theory of Rudolf Steiner, realized in the Goethea-
num (1913-1928). Even in the very origins of modern
architecture there can be found preliminary auguries
such as that of Gian Battista Piranesi, revealing the ir-
rational and shadowy side of the modern project. And
it is not by chance that both Theodor W. Adorno and
Jacques Derrida have taken as references for their crit-
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icism of modernism the surrealist writers Antonin Ar-
taud and George Bataille.
Without any doubt, certain fundamental moments
in history have produced an excess of rationalism,
which has always ended in failure because of its parti-
ality and insufficiency. An example that illustrates this
can be seen in the attempts to modify the planetary
week of seven days, adopted by the Roman Empire in
the second century and gradually implanted in many
parts of the world. It is a question of an artificial inter-
val created by man which corresponds to internal bio-
logical fluctuations and which certain excessively au-
thoritarian moments of history have tried to reform.
The French Revolution attempted to propose struc-
tures in tens, of ten days, which only lasted for four-
teen years. Between 1929 and 1940 Stalin tried to im-
pose weeks of, at first, five days, and then, years later,
of six days. He also failed.
Broadly speaking, therefore, we can establish that
for centuries the diverse manifestations of rationalism
have constituted a renewing force. But if from the Ren-
aissance to the beginnings of the twentieth century it
was a motor force for the demythologization and hu-
manization of the world, in the second half of the cen-
tury it has become a brake, an obstacle, a limit, a sim-
plification of complexity. From the forties onwards
especially there appears a kind of radical disenchant-
ment with a formerly disproportionate confidence in
reason. This is expressed in a very clear way, for exam-
ple, with the idea of the ideal town: a proposal for the
perfect town, homogeneous, supposedly just and clear-
ly enclosed, which flourished from the Renaissance to
the town planning of the Modern Movement and pass-
ing through Utopian socialism on the way. Throughout
the twentieth century the possibility of utopia was be-
ing gradually replaced by references to dystopia. The
great paradox, however, was that the new modern cit-
ies would be created in the sixties: Brasilia, Chandi-
garh and Dacca.
In the field of architecture most of the hegemonic
trends since the forties have started out from a partial
or total criticism of rationalism. Organicism and em-
piricism, as expressed in Alvar Aalto and other North-
ern European architects, adhered to an empirical, ac-
cumulative type of rationalism. The most revitalized
experiences of modern architecture have set out from a
radical correction of the initial rationalism. Brazilian
architecture —from the expressive form of Oscar Nie-
meyer, who shuns function and constructive precision
in defence of sensuality and irrationalism, to the ex-
pressionism of Lina Bo Bardi, based on a programmat-
ic and phenomenological search for a way of thinking
and artistic activity that will overcome the determin-
ing factors of rationalism— is good proof of this.
Even some of the very same protagonists of the
most radical rationalism of the twenties later indulge
in self-criticism of their proposals. In 1963 Ludwig
Hilberseimer, the inventor of the «vertical city» as an
urban structure which responds univocally to the ex-
clusive problem of traffic, writes in Entfaltung einer
Planungsidee that
considered as a whole the concept of that vertical city
was based on a false idea. It was more of a necropolis
that a metropolis, it was a sterile landscape of asphalt
and cement, inhuman in all its aspects.
The dominant criteria regarding training and the
architectural project have also changed completely.
Modern confidence in the creation of a rational type
of architecture, artificially prepared in laboratories
like the Bauhaus, without connections with reality and
history, has given way to the demonstration by distin-
guished architects of the fifties and sixties —like Louis
Kahn, Jorn Utzon, Aldo van Eyck or Denis Lasdun—
that architecture is learnt from direct interpretation, by
means of drawings made on journeys, of the monu-
ments of history.
In the same way that postmodern thinking —ex-
pressed, for example, by Jean-Francois Lyotard— is
based on a criticism of dominant rationalist interpre-
tations, in most of the works of those architects that
are representative of the last few decades it is antira-
tionalist and antifunctionalist attitudes that predomi-
nate. Aldo Rossi and Robert Venturi, the two greatest
treatise writers of recent decades, reject rationalist
schematism and call for the complexity of reality, of
architectural tradition and of the structure of the city.
This crisis of functionalism had as its principal protag-
onists architects such as Louis Kahn, who went on in-
troducing into his work an antifunctionalist direction,
always setting out from a given initial form, or James
Stirling, who developed a highly contradictory corpus
of work, which started out from an awareness of the
crisis in rationalism.
The basic thesis of The Architecture of the Town
(1966), by Aldo Rossi, is that of interpreting the town
as a cultural, human, economic and geographical phe-
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nomenon of extreme complexity. Moreover, Rossi
makes an explicit criticism of «ingenuous functional-
ism» in general (rejecting the conceptions of Ma-
linowsky) and, specifically, dismantles the prejudice
that function precedes form, denying that function is
the legitimatizer of spacial discourse. Reality proves
the opposite: formal definition is predominant in ar-
chitecture and fosters change of use; it is function that
follows form. The book, in short, is a pronouncement
against the claim of an exclusively rational interpreta-
tion of urban complexity.
In the Theatre of the World (1979), Rosst creates a
type of architecture with an exclusively symBblic mis-
sion, which is narration and preparation for an event.
The theatre is confused with life, displaying alterna-
tively the emptiness of the stage and the presence of
the memory of the city of Venice. This work of Rossi's
shows how architectural space has a value in itself, be-
yond functional questions; it rejects function as a legit-
imatizer of the architectural discourse.
In Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture
(1966), Robert Venturi argued the impossibility of re-
ducing the architectural phenomenon to one sole logi-
cal and aesthetic system. Venturi, in the words of Au-
gust Heckscher, states:
Rationalism was born between simplicity and order,
but rationalism proves to be inadequate in any period
of agitation. Then balance must be created in the oppo-
site. The inner peace attained by men must presuppose
tension between contradictions and uncertainties. A
spirit of irony allows man to understand that nothing
is what it seems to be and that causes that are almost
invariable produce unexpected results. A paradoxical
sensitivity allows apparently different things to appear
to be united and their incongruity to suggest a certain
truth. The step from an essentially simple and ordered
vision of life to a complex and ironic vision of life is
something experienced by each individual on reaching
maturity. But certain periods encourage this develop-
ment: during these the paradoxical or theatrical per-
spectives colour the intellectual scene...
The theoretical project «Exodus or the voluntary
prisoners of architecture», by Rem Koolhaas and Elia
Zenghelis (1972), is a criticism of the ultimate conse-
quences of a rational town, zoned and autonomous of
its environment. Rationalist town planning is reduced
to the absurd by means of exaggeration, narration,
imagination and ambiguous irony. And this crisis in
the criteria of segregation, division and zoning is not
only expressed in the idea of the town that replaces
rationalist town planning but is extended to all types
of architecture, from offices —where a flexible space
equipped with work modules predominates— passing
through the territory of museums —in the museum the
container and the space lose value and everything
works on the scale of the exhibiting machines, the
systems for objects, the generators of images— and
even the very domestic space itself. Gradually the
spatial limits of present-day dwellings and their
compartmentalization have been losing ground to fur-
niture, apparatus, equipment, services and objects,
with the interiors becoming spaces that are more flexi-
ble, more accessible and more adaptable to any way of
life.
The Parque de la Villette, in Paris, by Bernard
Tschumi (1982-1990), has been planned under the in-
fluence of Peter Eisenman, not only of his theories but
also of his projects: the «folies» derive from Eisen-
man's series of houses and the general geometric lay-
out has its antecedent in the project for the Canareggio
of Venice (1978). In the La Villette park the arbitrary
geometric scheme, formed by the superimposition of
points, lines and surfaces, becomes an instrument that
argues, against functionalist theories, that there is no
cause-effect relationship between programme and ar-
chitecture. The «folies», neoconstructivist sculptures,
proclaim with their forms that the functions are fortu-
itous and adapt themselves to the forms, which have
an autonomous value. The whole complex reflects the
precedent of the picturesque aesthetics of the English
garden, now driven at the speed of a racing circuit.
There exists an obvious cinematic relationship with the
mechanics of movement and editing in the cinema.
This park is one of the best examples of the verifica-
tion of the influence of the cinema on architectural
space and the sensitivity of the twentieth century and
is a statement of the crisis of rationalism and the pre-
dominance of strictly formal criteria.
Much of the philosophy of the second half of the
twentieth century considers that an exclusively ration-
al man is a mere abstraction. According to Maria
Zambrano, all rationalism is absolutism which claims
perfection, making a changing and complex reality fit
in with the schemes of reason. «History is not a logical
matter, simply because it has its own logic. Its order
cannot be reduced to the order that is constructed by
rationalist thinking.» And «There is no knowledge
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that does not have as its origin, and even its basis, an
intuition.»
The same phenomenology is a verification of the
crisis of rationalism. The texts of Edmund Husserl,
Karl Jaspers and Maurice Merleau-Ponty are based on
a correction, arrived at from experience and existence,
of the rationalist exclusivism for interpreting the world
and human beings. According to Merleau-Ponty, it is
the body that allows us to live in this world: «Our
body is not an object for an I think, but a set of mean-
ings which go towards equilibrium itself.»
The fields of design, industry and science have also
preferred new interpretations based on a criticism of
rationalism: from the works on new materials and
project processes published by Ezio Manzini to Ilya
Prigogine's theories of the importance of creativity in
the world of science. Already in his first work, Inten-
tions in Architecture, Christian Norberg-Schulz had
pointed out how «reasoning is —approximately— ex-
act, but clumsy and bureaucratic, while perception is
spontaneously "ingenious" and "insecure"». All of
them defend the thesis that, alongside rational, system-
atic and methodical elements, every activity, both sci-
entific and artistic, is complemented with irrational
mechanisms of shrewdness, inspiration and chance.
The architectural projects of Rem Koolhaas or Bernard
Tschumi, with their radical heterogeneity of referenc-
es, with their superimposition of fragments, with their
dynamism, with their «collages» of images, are an ex-
pression of the chaotic and multidimensional essence
of the present. Authors like Adorno, Merleau-Ponty or
Zambrano have tried to make it quite clear that both a
strictly Cartesian, rational way of thinking and an op-
posite doctrine based on essential intuition, are false.
Any system of thinking must include reason and intui-
tion as basic, complementary processes.
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